
 

 

IronFX launches Spread Betting product exclusively to clients resident in UK and the Republic of 

Ireland 

 

10 November 2014, London, UK - IronFX Global UK Limited, an FCA-regulated entity and one of the 

largest online Brokers in the world, is pleased to announce the launch of Spread Betting a new trading 

product available exclusively to clients resident in the UK and the Republic of Ireland. 

  

A commonly used trading product in the UK and Ireland, Spread Betting is both leveraged and tax-

free*, and provides traders the ability to take positions on instruments, from as little as 10p per 

point.  Our Spread Betting product, specialising on forex and spot metals, will allow eligible traders to 

take advantage of market opportunities and diversify their trading portfolio. Our low-cost and highly 

competitive product can be also used to boost client trading potential in both falling and rising markets 

via our dedicated Spread Betting platform on MetaTrader 4 (MT4), accessible from any computer 

device including all mobile and smart devices. 

  

By offering both retail and institutional investors our flexible and competitive Spread Betting product, 

IronFX demonstrates its commitment to providing the widest range of products to its clients.  

 

Chairman & CEO of IronFX Global, Markos Kashiouris commented: “We are pleased to offer Spread 

Betting to our clients resident in the UK and the Republic of Ireland. By offering this flexible, leveraged 

and cost-efficient product, we deliver on our promise to provide our clients with the widest and best 

range of products available anywhere in the industry at best pricing and execution.”  

 

*UK tax treatment on financial betting depends on your individual circumstances and may be subject 

to change in the future; tax treatment may differ in other jurisdictions 

 

 
  



 

About IronFX Global 

IronFX is an award-winning Global Leader in Online Trading. With 15 platforms trading over 200 

instruments in forex, spot metals, stocks and futures, IronFX Global serves retail and institutional 

customers from over 180 countries in Europe, Asia, the Middle East, Africa and Latin America. With 

over 60 offices worldwide, and more than 1,600 employees providing support in over 45 different 

languages, IronFX clients can benefit from round-the-clock coverage delivered by one of the world’s 

largest and most accomplished global client coverage teams. The IronFX customer-centric model 

combines bespoke trading functionality through its platforms with the widest suite of products to 

offer the best pricing, execution and liquidity.  Daily market news feed and insightful research give 

clients access to the best information and data to make informed trading decisions. Evidencing the 

leadership of IronFX Global in the worldwide online trading arena, IronFX Global also has an official 

partnership agreement with FC Barcelona, one of the most successful professional football clubs in 

the world. 

IronFX Global complies with international regulatory standards, and is authorized and regulated by 

FCA (UK), ASIC (Australia), FSB (South Africa), FSP (New Zealand), CRFIN (Russia), UCRFIN (Ukraine) 

and CySEC (Cyprus). The company is a member of the Eurex Exchange and is also an EU-regulated and 

MiFID-compliant firm.  


